July 1, 2010-University of Pittsburgh-Research Position

NIH T32 Postdoctoral Research Training in Biotherapy of Cancer

This training grant is an award from the National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to the Division of Surgical Oncology at the University of Pittsburgh to provide eligible candidates with state-of-the-art basic research training in the biological therapy of cancer with faculty members within the Division. The training period is two years. There are five areas of focused research interests: immunotherapy, cytokine therapy, gene therapy, targeted molecular therapy, and genomics/proteomics in cancer therapy. The Program goals include:

- broad exposure to aspects of cancer biology and biotherapy of cancer
- integration of biological therapy into scientific inquiry and the clinical treatment of cancers
- learning and applying fundamental principles of scientific inquiry
- under close mentorship, successful completion of one or more research projects

Eligibility: Candidates must have a MD or MD/PhD, a strong interest in cancer research, and a desire for an academic career in surgical oncology, as well as integrity, perseverance, good communication skills, self motivation, and strong recommendations. As stipulated by the granting agency, Candidate must be a US citizen or permanent resident. If you are interested in this position please email a letter of interest and a current CV to Susan Schoonover, Research Manager, Ph. - 412-623-2945, Fax - 412-623-1246, schoonoversf@upmc.edu.

The University of Pittsburgh is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action employer, and we both welcome and encourage women and minorities to apply.